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4.2.4 folding reserve parachute - Parachutes Australia

2- 1-packing weight, 22 Lb. (10 Kg.) 3- 1-Packing ... Step 2 Make appropriate stacking folds in the following manner: ... to minimise the bulk against the back pad. 
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4.2.4 FOLDING RESERVE PARACHUTE Recommended Tools List: 1234567-



1- Tie cord - red or brightly coloured (30” recommended.) 1-packing weight, 22 Lb. (10 Kg.) 1-Packing Paddle 18” or longer (50 Cm.) 1-Pull-up cord, 72” (1.82 M) Gun Cleaning Rod, .22 CALIBER (5.56 MM) 1-Knee-board or slotted Closing Plate 1-Temporary pin



Parachute Packing Instructions NOTE: Minimum qualification; FAA Senior or Master Parachute Rigger or foreign equivalent. Step 1 Set deployment brakes. Pull toggles down until brake loop is through guide ring on riser. Insert steering toggle tip through brake loop and into keeper above guide ring. (Figure 4.4) Stow excess steering line in Velcro keeper. (Figure 4.5).



Figure 4.4



Figure 4.5



Please consult the manufacturers reserve manual for the connection of the Ram Air Reserve canopy to reserve risers and reserve folding to the stage indicated in figure 4.7



Putting Parachute in Deployment Bag Step 2 Make appropriate stacking folds in the following manner: Lay deployment bag beside canopy with line stow pocket underneath. Align bottom edges of deployment bag and canopy. Fold top of canopy towards container. (Figure 4.6 & 4.7)



Figure 4.6



Figure 4.7



Figure 4.8 Step 3 Fold canopy towards top. These two folds places the slider in middle of the stacked canopy. Next, following centre seam, spread top of canopy to create Molar shape. (Figure 4.8. Ideally only the centre cell remains in centre, leaving plenty of room for AAD and pilot chute. Roll the centre cell fabric towards the ‘S’ folds. (Figure 4.9 & 4.10)



Figure 4.9



Figure 4.10



Step 4 Wrap a molar strap around centre cell. Pull molar strap tight and lock. Step 5 Shape the upper part of the canopy into two cylindrical shapes. Each of these two sections will have to be wide enough to fit into the upper section of the free bag. (Figure 4.11) Step 6 Using the freebag as a guide, fold each top section of the canopy approx. in half and place under the top ‘s’ fold at the lower half of the canopy. (Figure 4.12)



Figure 4.11



Figure 4.12



Step 7 Gently reach under parachute. Raise parachute 4 inches and slide d-bag under parachute until bottom edge of closing flap lays under lower edge of canopy ensuring that the line pocket on the freebag is facing down. (Figure 4.13)



Step 8 Kneel on closing flap of d-bag between suspension lines to prevent shifting. Fold or roll the right "ear" until it is same width as "ear" in deployment bag. Fold ear to same length as deployment bag. Push ear into top of deployment bag. (Figure 4.14)



Figure 4.13



Figure 4.14



Step 9 Repeat Step 8 on left "ear". Step 10 Fold deployment bag top flap over canopy and one side at a time push the canopy to within the freebag. (Figure 4.17)



Figure 4.17



ATTENTION:- Remove the molar packing assist strap Now! Insert temporary pin into one loop of safety stow. Pull other end of safety stow through grommet on deployment bag lip. Insert 3 inch bite of suspension lines into loop of safety stow. (Figure 4.18) Step 11 Remove temporary pin. Make second locking stow with a 3 inch bite of suspension lines. Adjust safety stow until sewn portion is concealed in channel. (Figure 4.19)



Figure 4.18



Figure 4.19



Step 12 Sit on bridle. Gently pull lines and rotate d-bag until it lays in your lap. (Figure 4.20) Open line stow pocket and Stow suspension lines in pocket in a "Figure 8" pattern. Leave last 8 to 10 inches of suspension lines exposed. Distribute line bulk evenly to minimise lumps. Close line stow pocket. Do not allow hook Velcro to contact lines. (Figure 4.21)



Figure 4.20



Figure 4.21



Placing Deployment Bag in Container Step 13 Closing the reserve container : Spread the risers with the rear riser to the outside to minimise the bulk against the back pad. Engage the reserve riser covers into their pockets on the floor of the reserve tray. Step 14. Take this opportunity to tidy the rigging lines as to front/rear and left/right. Step 15 Close internal riser covers and insert tabs into pockets on the floor of the pack tray. Figure 4-22.



Step 16 Place the deployment bag on the reserve tray, centered on closing loop. Reserve d-bag opening is towards main container with line stow pocket against the floor of the reserve pack tray. Step 17- Thread pull-up cord through closing loop and pass both ends through grommet in centre of deployment bag.



Figure 4-22



Figure 4-23



Step 18 - Work the freebag as much as possible down into the container corners at the main/reserve dividing wall. S-fold the bridle longitudinally between the molar shaped canopy ears in length equal to the distance between the top of the freebag and the lower edge of the closing loop grommet until the 1st fold past the 2nd F111 assist pocket. (Figure. 4-23)



Figure 4-24



Figure 4-25



Step 19 - Fold the remaining freebag bridle across and level with the top of the freebag. Figure 4-24 Step – 20 Use the gun cleaning rod to thread the pull-up cord through Stealth pilot chute from bottom to top. (Figure. 4-25).



Step 21 - Place the bridle cover panel over the S-folded bridle. Centre the base of the pilot chute on centre grommet of freebag containing the edge of the bridle cover panel. Figure 4-26.



Figure 4-26



Figure 4-27



Step 22 - Compress pilot chute while placing fabric and mesh between the spring coils. Figure 4-27. WARNING! Do not leave fabric outside of spring coils as a coil lock could occur and pilot chute launch may be inhibited! Position the cap of the pilot chute with the arrow facing toward top or bottom of container and secure with a temporary pin.



Figure 4-28



Figure 4-29



Step 23 - If an AAD such as a Cypres™ is installed, route the pull-up cord through the cutter first then through the right (#1)side flap grommet. Figure. 4-28. Step 24 - Thread the left (#2) side flap grommet. Simultaneously close the side flaps. Secure with temporary pin. Figure. 4-29.



Step 25 - Close bottom flap #3 and secure with temporary pin. Figure. 4-30. Note: At this point, you should only be able to pull 1/4" – 1/2" of loop through the first three flaps. If you can pull more, the loop is too long. Open container and shorten loop. Double check that the reserve ripcord passes through RSL ring before continuing!



Figure 4-30



Figure 4-31



Step 26 - Close flap #4 and insert ripcord pin. Figure. 4-31. CAUTION: Place closing plate on bottom edge of top flap. Placing closing plate or kneeling on pin protector flap will kink or break the flap. The rigger should determine how tight closing loop is and decide whether to perform a pull test.



WARNING: MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE PULL FORCE ON RESERVE RIPCORD 22 POUNDS (10 KILOGRAMS). Step 27 - Once rigger is satisfied that pull force is less than 22 pounds (10 kilograms) then log pack.



Step 28 - COUNT YOUR TOOLS!
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Telesis2 Reserve packing instructions - Parachutes Australia 

Dec 14, 1999 - Table IV -Approximate Closing Loop Lengths. NOTE: The loop length recommended in this chart is an approximation based on packing.
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Soft Links - Parachutes Australia 

FOR REMOVABLE SOFT LINKS. 1.Pass the softlink through the riser and the lines ensuring that you tuck the corners of the riser webbing in. 3. Both ends of the.
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Rigger Information - Parachutes Australia 

Mar 21, 2001 - Prior to assembling and packing a square reserve into a TALON 2, the rigger must thoroughly .... Distribute line bulk evenly to minimise lumps.
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Sabre2 Flight Characteristics - Parachutes Australia 

We will also compare some characteristics to the PD Spectre, another popular ... the canopy first reaches the end of the lines, is the snatch force. The second ...
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Parachutes Australia SB9502 Rev. 3 

May 8, 2018 - Issue 1 of this Service Bulletin varied the service life limits previously established to permit PA brand parachute equipment to remain in service ...
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owner's manual and packing instructions - Parachutes Australia 

Dec 14, 1999 - briefing from a certified Instructor or Rigger for the type of equipment you ... Mandatory Service Bulletins repairs or modifications due to SAFETY ...
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Talon FS Owner's Manual - Parachutes Australia 

Warranty. PARACHUTES AUSTRALIA expressly warrants that these goods will be free from defects ... Table I - Parts List. Section 2 ... manufacture of subject articles at the above address, are considered adequate in accordance with FAR ..... certified 
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owner's manual and packing instructions - Parachutes Australia 

Dec 14, 1999 - Training and/or experience are required to lower the risk ..... the 7(/(6,6 should not be jumped until it has been inspected by a competent Rigger.
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folding 

20 avr. 2016 - Stand frame on floor and tip the top corner brackets out to left and right. NOTE : Keep bottom ends of corners posts at center, do not move out. 4. â€¢ Saisissez les petites traverses supÃ©rieures. (1) au centre, soulevez-les et verrou
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Technical Description of the WITTY PLUS Reserve Parachute 

another manufacturer is conditional upon an approval from the parachute .... Thread through the free ending loop the other end of the â€œsoftlinkâ€� with a strap, and ...
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PD Series Ram-Air Reserve Parachute Owner's Manual Addendum 

been tested and found to work well using both the PRO Pack method shown here, and the Flat Pack method shown in section XVII of the PD Reserve Owner's ...
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Banking in the 21st Century - Reserve Bank of Australia 

Will the traditional integrated structure of the banking firm survive? 5.1.1 Are ... AT&T in the United States to sell its leasing and financial business. As put by the.
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Banking in the 21st Century - Reserve Bank of Australia 

suppliers of some of the services they provided, regulation has the effect of increasing the relative ..... providers tend to be more efficient than others. One of the ...
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australia 

HADDON. CNR. Prince of Wales Is. BARKLY TABLELAND. Mornington. Island. Eylandt. Groote. Cape Arnhem. Cape Wilberforce. A R N H E M. L A N D. Maria Is.
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Australia 

Given that Cook's discoveries would lead to the first European settlement of Australia, he is often .... local advice for the best route, and how much time to allow. ... constantly travel through small towns, averaging 60km/h can be a challenge.
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L'air adulte 424 pages.indd AWS 

Elle rentre tout juste avec Maggie d'un atroce cours de natation pa- rents-bambins dans la piscine Ã  l'eau tiÃ¨de du centre communau- taire. Dans un chaos Ã  peine maÃ®trisÃ©, les pÃ¨res et les mÃ¨res blafards ballottaient Ã§Ã  et lÃ , cramponnÃ©s Ã
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SOLO NOVA 424 

NOVA 424. 4000124200014. Volume nominal (Volume de remplissage) en L. 16. Type de pompe. Piston de pompe interne. Pression pulvÃ©risatrice max. en bar.
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Emergency Parachute Manual 

The question some pilots now ask is "what will happen if I bail out and open the .... The parachute will normally open fully within 3 seconds of activation. If an ...
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Webquest - Australia 

Webquest - Australia. Give a brief answer to the following 15 questions. You will find the answers to the questions on the websites listed below. 1. Main facts ...
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folding instructions - FCC ID 

11 avr. 2017 - Énoncé du FCC relatif à l'exposition aux rayonnements RF. 1. Ce transmetteur ... La puissance d'émission par rayonnement de l'appareil sans fil est inférieure aux limites d'exposition .... électromagnétique (CEM) pour l'équipment et le
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Emergency Parachute Manual 

Step 17 - Depending on the size of the canopy (PH24, PH26 or PH28), tuck the apex part under or lay flat (as in this photo) and tuck only apex lines under, ...
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EAGLE RESERVE 

325. North American Aerodynamics, Inc. 110 Carver Drive. Roxboro, NC 27573. Phone: 336-599-9266. Fax: 336-599-9442. Copyright Â© 1999 North American ...
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icarus reserve 

damage from bushes, sand, Velcro hook, etcâ€¦. The ICARUS ... between properties like speed, flare power, reactivity, and resistance to adverse atmospheric.
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Hobbit Reserve 

for use by experienced parachutists who have previously performed at least ... is approximately 13 feet a second in the locked brake position ... Notice that the.
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